
Learning Music Through 
Literacy
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"Because a man named Ludwig wrote beautiful music - a
man named Franz was inspired to create his own.

Because many years later, people wanted to hear Franz's
beautiful music - they formed an orchestra ... "

Combining beautiful artwork with
impressive sound quality, The Story
Orchestra takes music listening to
the next level. More coming out

soon!

The story of the famous pianist Teresa Carreno.
Venezuelan refugee, talented composer and pianist,

and performer for President Lincoln.

The "Who Was" series (above) is geared towards your 7-
10 year old students. With a varied list of musicians,
your students will love connecting with music and

learning about history through their reading!

The Stories of Musical Instruments is a clever and witty
way to learn the history behind instruments both

common in our western world and ethnic.

pianopossibilities.org
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Both books take a famous piece
and use it to introduce the
different instruments in the

symphony or big band. By the
end students can listen to a
whole piece and identify the

different parts! 

These baby board books (above) are the perfect addition to the
library of any little in your life. With cute and friendly faces to

rhyming words, your littles will be budding musicians in no time!

Explore the life and creativity of the inventor of the modern
day piano - Bartolomeo Cristofori. Students will come away

with a new appreciation of the chance to play dynamics! 

This inspiring series
gives a kid-friendly look
at each composer and

how their childhood
influenced the life they
lived. New board book

versions are being
added to the collection!

During a time when Ella Fitzgerald was being rejected to perform
at some big-name venues, we see Marilyn Monroe stepping in

the gap and celebrating a friendship with someone whose
differences didn't stand in her way. This inspiring story is true -

and shows the power of music to bridge the gap in  loving those
who are different from us.


